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1. Introduction

Since several years conventional and unconventional concepts

of large fast reactor cores have been investigated in the

Federal Republic of Germany at INTERATOM and Kernforschungs-

zentrum Karlsruhe. The work was performed jointly with

Belgonucleaire (Belgium).

Basically, the studies were aimed at the determination of

the performance potential of different core concepts for

large fast reactors. Thus the following points were con-

sidered

power distribution

neutron fluence and residence time

doubling time

- uranium ore consumption

- dynamics and safety related features

- economics

cooling strategy

core element bowing behaviour.
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In this paper, the state of the analysis will be presented

with emphasis on those points relevant for this meeting.

However, we have to make clear, that dynamic and accident

studies are still under way and that we are not yet able

to cover these aspects in a quantitative manner. This is

due to the fact, that the efforts in the DeBeNe-countries

have been concentrated on the work necessary for being

granted the different licenses for SNR 300, cur fast breeder

prototype reactor near Kalkar. As we expect to obtain these

important licenses at the beginning of 1982, an increased

man power can be devoted to studies of dynamic and safety

problems of large fast cores from that time on.

These studies have to fit into the planning recently announced

by the utility ESK who will be ordering SNR 2, the first

demonstration breeder reactor of Germany, Belgium, Netherlands

and France. The planning calls for concept

decisions in 1983, leading to an engineering contract for

SNR 2 in 1983/1984. Accordingly we shall have to complete

and evaluate the ongoing core concept investigations till

1983 resulting in a subsequent final choice.

2. Scope of studies

The concepts analysed so far range from different homoge-

neous cores, axially and radially heterogeneous cores, step

cores, modular cores to moderated cores. Nuclear, thermo-

hydraulical and mechanical properties were evaluated and

compared with each other.
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The present status allows to indicate more or less quanti-

tatively the different merits and disadvantages of the

concepts considered. None of them is able to claim positive

aspects exclusively, but some of them show flexibility



potential to satisfy a certain range of requested perfor-

mance features. In this chapter we shall review the diffe-

rent designs and their properties,except for dynamics features,

which will be treated in the next chapter.

Homogeneous cores

There is a reference homogeneous core design for SNR 2

described f. i. in C^J> which is rather conventional

in featuring a cylindrical core with 2 enrichment zones

and a 95 cm active height (see figure 1). This core has

been analysed in detail with respect to neutronics and

thermohydraulics, the results being gathered in tables

1 and 2 (HOM 1).

In addition to the HOM 1 core, other trends in homo-

geneous core design are being looked at:

fuel subassemblies providing low sodium volume ratios

to improve the void-reactivity

high fuel volume ratio subassemblies with larger

active fissile height for better economics and

designs with a reduction of the fairly large number

of absorber subassemblies.

All trends can be combined in one new fuel subassembly and core

design, but so far only first results can be presented today

(HOM F in tables 1 and 2).

Radially heterogeneous cores were studied very much in de-

tail, leading to a reference core named HET 1 £2, 3 J. The

geometrical layout is shown in figure 2 and the nuclear and

thermohydraulic data are listed in tables ;1 and 2. This de-

sign aimed at a compromise between improved power distribu-

tion and irradiation damage, increased breeding gain and

reduced void effect.

Due to the pronounced power swing of the internal fertile

subassemblies, a certain penalty in the core thermohydrau-

lics has to be accepted. If identical reactor coolant mass

flows and temperature rises are requested, a large effort

in the optimisation of the cooling strategy has to be

invested.

Thermal striping is not a problem principaly new for hetero-

geneous cores; it does always exist near absorber subassem-

blies, and at zone boundaries. There may, however, be a

difference in the number of subassemblies being affected.
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Axially heterogeneous cores were also analysed on a basis

common with the designs described earlier. Breeder slices

of different height in the inner and outer enrichment zones

were chosen and their consequences on the core properties

evaluated. In table 1 (HET A) the range of designs are listed

together with the respective nuclear results. The obvious im-

provements in power form factor and irradiation damage are

counterbalanced by further findings, which indicate, that

absorber shut down worth and the dependence of the power

form factor on absorber insertion are comparable to the si-

tuation in homogeneous cores only, if the breeder slices

are not larger than 20 cm. Above that value, these two

aspects are deteriorating very quickly in consequence of

the weak neutronic coupling. Some studies on modular cores

and step cores show rather high similarity with heteroge-

neous cores, so that they are not discussed separately.



Moderated cores

In order to reduce the void effect and, at the same time,

increase the Doppler effect, different materials like BeO,

ZrH ,_, UZrH and UH3 were placed into pins of fuel subassem-

blies of the inner enrichment zone, the ratio between modera-

tor and total number of pins (fuel + moderator) varying be-

tween 1,5 and 15 %. The general nuclear results are given in

table 1 (MOD).

The irradiation damage for the same residence time is reduced

by up to 25 %.

3. Dynamics related features

This part of our paper will inform about the dynamic related

core properties of the designs discussed in the preceding

chapter. We shall look at sodium density and void reactivi-

ties, Doppler constants, clad steel loss reactivities, fuel

density reactivity and bowing reactivities. These values are

playing a significant role in determining the dynamic core

behaviour under normal as well as under abnormal operational

conditions including hypothetical excursion accidents. The

data, as far as available are listed in table 3.

It seems, that we can draw some conclusions from the diffe-

rences between the standard homogeneous and heterogeneous

cores. With respect to void reactivity, heterogeneous cores

look quite attractive. As for Doppler constants, the hetero-

geneous core is worse, looking at the fissile regions and

comparable looking at the whole core. The clad steel loss

reactivities are lower for the fissile core and comparable

for the whole core. For the bowing reactivity, no quantitave

results for HET 1 are available, however, a more negative

reactivity than in HOM 1 is expected. Combining all this,

we expect no definite advantages of the dynamics of the

HET 1 core, on the contrary, the lower Doppler constants may

result in a less favourable normal and abnormal operation.
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The HOM 1 core has been studied for hypothetical loss of flow

accidents with fast pump coast-down. Preliminary results were

given in [ 4 // indicating that

under best estimate conditions only low energy releases

with practically no mechanical loads for the tank will

occur,

under pessimistic assumptions for parameter and modelling,

Na boiling with subsequent void effect induced excursions

will happen and lead to appreciable work energy potential

calculated from isentropic fuel expansion.

As far as the other designs are concerned, we feel less able

to judge on their dynamic behaviour. From the available figures

we do not see advantages in the axially heterogeneous designs

and the promising figures of the moderated core design are

counterbalanced by the special positive hydrogen loss reacti-

vity, which might have to be expected at very high coolant

temperatures (emergency conditions, excursion accident).

In the near future, the efficiency of various design options

(core, grid, restraint systems and piping) to prevent power

excursions for hypothetical accidents will be analysed.

Outlook

It is intendend to complete the core design studies, to add dyna-

mic and excursion accident analysis and to select subsequently

that type of core design for SNR 2 which will be able to satisfy

the basic requirements of

reasonable flexibility to accommodate varying design requests

acceptable economics

good normal dynamic behaviour and

- excursion accident prevention.
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The plant design aims at mitigating the mechanical load of HCDAs

and will try to exclude energetic whole core accidents with corres-

ponding implications for the boundary conditions for core design and

performance. In this context, it might be necessary to choose core

concepts, which differ from todays conventional design in order to

fulfil all dynamics and safety related features.
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Table 1: Nuclear data
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Power /~MWth_7

Active fissile height £~cm_7

Axial blanket thickness CcmZJ

Breeder slice thickness £~cmj

Outer radial blanket radius ZT cm J7

Residence time /~EFPDJ7

Maximum linear rating in fuel
pins £~W/cm_7

Maximum linear rating in internal
breeder pins Z~W/cm_7

Power form factor

Enrichment £"Pu/Pu+Uj7

Pu-Inventory Z~tJ7

Breeding ratio

Absorber worth Z~% AR.17
- control rods
- secondary shutdown rods

Neutron fluence E0t Z~1023MeV/cm2J

HOM 1

3420

95

2 x 40

-

255

540

415

-

1.65

0.163/0.227

7.0

1.15

9.4
3.1

1.2

0

HOM F

3650

95

2 x 40

-

313

1440

450

-

-

.136/0.161

11.9

1.22

1.9

HET 1

3420

95

2 x 40

-

255

540

415

364

1 .60

0.235

7.7

1 .23

8.0
3.1

1.1

1

0
0

1

HET

3650

95 -

A

115

2 x 30-40

0 -

255

820

450

-

.41 -

.19-0.

.19-0.

7.4 -

.24 -

-

1 .7

60

1.62

285/
276

8.6

1.26

MOD

3650

95

2 x 40

-

255 -

820

450

-

"-1.6 -

0.154-0
0.196-0

7.4 -

1.21 -

_

1 .4

262

1 .7

.177/

.241

8.4

1.00
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Table 2: Thermohydraulic data

Number of cooling groups:

- fuel subassemblies

- breeder subassemblies

Mass flow rates £~kq/sj:

- fuel subassemblies

- internal breeder subassemblies

- central breeder subassemblies

- radial breeder subassemblies

- total core

Coolant temperature rise Z~K_7:

- fuel subassemblies

- internal breeder subassemblies

- central breeder subassemblies

- radial breeder subassemblies

- total core

Pressure losses £~bar_7

- fuel subassembly

- total core

HOM 1

12

4

15308

-

-

1254

18000

171 - 170

-

-

44 - 56

150

2.83

3.35

HOM F

< 5

HET 1

10

10

13525

1710

387

1369

18000

172 - 170

144 - 140

70 - 100

59 - 77

150

2.93

3.5



Table 3: Reactivity values significant for dynamic behaviour
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Max. positive void reactivity Ct> 3

- core

- internal fertile regions

- core + axial blanket

Total positive void reactivity C$J

- core

- internal fertile regions

- core + axial blanket

Doppler constants Z~10~3 f ^ 7

- core

- internal fertile regions

- core + axial blankets

Clad steel loss reactivity C$D

- core

- internal fertile regions

- core + axial blankets

Bowing reactivity £"cts/100 % AT^7

Hydrogen loss C$3

HOM 1

4.55

-

4.55

4.16

-

3.79

- 5.8

-

- 6.48

6.03

-

5.71

- 10

HET 1

2.45

0.90

3.35

2.09

0.82

2.55

- 3.9

- 2.46

- 6.87

4.43

1.42

5.54

HET A

2.6 - 4.4

1.5 - 2.6

4.1 - 7.0

2.35 - 4.2

1.5 - 2.6

3.85 - 6.8

- (3.8 - 6.2)

- (4.0 - 2.2)

- (5.2 - 7.1)

MOD

3.2 - 4.05

-

3.2 - 4.05

- (12.3 - 6.4)

up to ^6
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